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1. Could you tell us about what you do at work and how you promote sustainability in your work?
I am currently holding two different portfolios, CEO of Jurong Consultants (India) and the Head of
Sustainable Development (Singapore).
I set up the sustainability division within Jurong Consultants three years back and anchored the adoption of
a ‘Total Sustainable Solution’ framework to our consultancy model. Jurong Consultants has successfully
completed a number of iconic green projects across different scales of development across Asia.
To begin with, our office was upgraded to achieve a Platinum certification. I had worked on a number of
projects as the lead green consultant and some of the noticeable projects include the Eco-Industrial Park,
the first Zero Energy Building and the first Low Carbon Living Lab Building in Tianjin Eco-City, China,
CleanTech II building in Singapore and many more. I spearheaded the implementation of BIM across our
multidisciplinary team with the support of my colleagues and recently, after taking over the Indian
operations, I have set out an Integrated Design and Engineering Studio, a set-up to drive ‘Integrated Design
Delivery’ with BIM and sustainability as the default value drivers for the projects.
To top it all, I have also spearheaded the development of the first tailored Green Mark software, GM-Pro in
collaboration with IES (Integrated Environmental Solutions UK).
2. What are your greatest achievements in the Green Building journey?
Going green is not about green gadgeting and I am a strong believer of ‘Going back to Basics’ and designing
in response to climate. However, the quantifiable benefits from this approach are more intangible and the
recognition of these intangible differentiators from the users is the real indicator of successful
implementation of any project.
My father was recently admitted to Khoo Teck Puat Hospital and when my family acknowledged the
enhanced thermal comfort, the breezy environment and the glare-free wards connected to the external
environment, I felt not only happy but also extremely proud as KTPH was my first green building project in
Singapore as a green consultant and whatever was on paper was experienced and certified in real from my
own family.
3. Can you identify the point in time when your environmental consciousness was awakened?
With the quest of perfecting my knowledge of perfecting the art and science of designing buildings, I
started weighing technologies against how they co-exist with designs and I found that there were a lot of
disconnection and it was essentially due to the default defragmented nature of the construction industry. I
also realised that there are a lot of things that our past existence had left for us and that nature is the best
tutor to learn how to exist in the least intrusive manner, yet efficient. My fundamental training of being an
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architect made me question the approach to designing to synergistically exist with technology and through
this approach, I started realising that I am not running behind residual opportunities passed from one
consultant to another, rather looking at the building as a total entity.
In short, I would say that the inspiration is rather driven from my professional quests than personal to
begin with.
4.

If there is one thing that you would like to see more of in Singapore’s building designs, what would that
be?
I would like to see buildings with a unique Singapore identity in response to our local climate and context.

5. What initiatives are you currently working on?
I am working on full scale Green-BIM implementation coupled with ‘Integrated Design Delivery’,
synchronized design and engineering solutions that examine and approach a design as a holistic solution,
establishment of a design centre that connects our various operation centres across Singapore, India and
Middle East through a real time collaboration information system (BIM).
6. Tell us a little known fact about yourself.
I am an architect by training and I am 36 years old.
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